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Introduction
Many papers are published in the world's literature every year on free jets and impinging jets. This is the consequence of extremely high demand for experimental test results and numerical simulations covering the technical cases of the occurrence of such flows. One issue with the use of them arises when the free jet test results are attempted to be used for the description of the processes going on inside thermal-flow machines. The free flows encounter obstacles in such machines and they move along the restricting surfaces. The purpose of this paper is, in addition to the presentation of results describing the velocity and pressure distributions in the reverse chambers, to point out the differences between such classes of flows. The investigations on free and impinging jets have their beginnings in the 1960s when papers describing the phenomena occurring in planar jets, Bradbury [1] , and round impinging jets, Gardon and Akfirat [2] , were presented. In both cases, the papers were devoted to the description of mass, momentum, and energy in the jet and between the jet and solid surface. The tools applied for such analysis in those years were based on anemometric techniques, Heskestad [3] . The 1970s saw a significant growth of publications on free jets and contributed to the precise description of the phenomena occurring in free and impinging jets. Such papers as Crow and Champagne [4] , Wygnanski and Peterson [5] , Gutmark and Wygnanski [6] provided the understanding of the structure of such jets. Further, authors performed experimental study to analyses the fluid mechanic processes and their correlations within the jets, Winant and Browand [7] , Brown and Roshko [8] , Cohen and Wygnanski [9] , and Popiel and Bogusławski [10] . The late 1980s brought a dynamic growth of papers related to the numerical ______________ S1358 THERMAL SCIENCE: Year 2019, Vol. 23, Suppl. 4, pp. S1357-S1365 modeling of free jets and the turbulence description within the jets, in particular, e. g. Launder and Rodi [11] . Ever since then and until the present, every year we see more and more works on free jets and the descriptions of their interaction with solids. The issues the authors try to solve, however, are much more complex than those occurring in the past. Relevant from the point of view of free and restricted jets are the following test results: evolution of free jet flowing out of ventilation and being transformed into a wall jet, Cho et al. [12] , the natural convection effect on the heat exchange processes near the impinged surface Koseoglu and Baskaya [13] , the effect of large temperature gradients on the transport processes on the impinged surface, Shi et al. [14] or energy transformation in turbulent flow inside reversing chamber, Bartoszewicz et al. [15] . A separate group of papers are those describing the transport processes between free jets and rotating surfaces, Sara et al. [16] , descriptions of the correlations between the stresses on the impinged walls, appearing as a result of free jet inflow and helpful with corrosion reduction, Demoz and Dabros [17] , descriptions of free jet deformation due to the action of transverse jets in the outlet nozzle, Tamburello and Amitay [18] , transverse flame deformation under external influence, Hourri et al. [19] , or finally the tests on velocity distribution in the fluidal deposit the gas jet flows through, Ounnar et al. [20] . The papers referred here indicate the wide use of free and impinging jets in technology [7, 18, 21, 22] . Most of the authors indicate that the location of the phenomenon is in thermal-flow machines, Slefarski et al. [23] , and this type of flows is within the restricted flow class. The papers mentioned brought information on the structure and form of the free jet. Figure 1 shows the schematics of a free jet, and figs. 2 and 3 show the standardized velocity distributions in the function of distance from the outlet nozzle, radial turbulence grade profiles and the axial distribution of standardized axial velocity component and its fluctuations. 
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Geometric model and test methods
The object of the tests is the axisymmetrical reverse chamber shown in fig. 4 (a). The main flow direction changes twice in the reverse chambers. The jets flowing out of the internal pipe, in its initial behavior, is of free jet nature, and then it impinges the flat surface of the chamber bottom, where the flow direction for the first time changes by 90 o . Within the inflowing jet's axis, at the socalled stagnation point, the maximum pressure occurs. Such flow can be given a simplified definition of the impinging jet. Upon change of direction, the wall jet heads towards the radial direction. Before it reaches the flow wall, however, it separates from the impinged wall and thus a second stagnation point is located on the side wall near the reverse chamber corner. The jet changes its flow direction by the 90 o angle again. From this point, the counter-flow in relation to the basic jet flowing out of the internal pipe, heads towards the reverse chamber outlet. As the distance from the outlet wall increases, the wall jet may tear apart from the flow wall in a location depending on the jet's kinetic energy. The test chamber reflecting the nature of such flow is built of a steel sharp-edged pipe of internal diameter D = 0.04 m and 0.005 m thickness. The chamber casing was made of plexiglass of internal diameter R = 0.198 m and length 0.7 m. A photo of the test chamber is presented in fig. 4 (b) with pressure measuring points on the impinged wall and on the side wall. The points are distributed unevenly. The distribution of the measuring points was based on the results of numerical calculations with the use of the Phoenics code, Rosten and Spalding [25] . A sliding ring with ten radial supports bracing the chamber is visible on the right side, enabling its sliding along the internal pipe and achievement of coaxiality of the chamber in relation to the internal pipe. It enables the change of the distance between the internal pipe outlet and the impinged surface. 
Boundary conditions
The measurements were made on an axisymmetrical non-swirled and unstimulated jet flowing out through the sharp-edged circular channel of 0.04 m diameter to the reverse chamber of 0.1 m diameter. The geometric conditions corresponded to the pipe outlet from the impinged surface: z/D = 10. The boundary conditions in which the measurements were made included air outflow velocity changes from the internal pipe of the reverse chamber. The measurements were made for three velocities: 10, 30, and 50 m/s, which correspond to Reynolds numbers of 26000, 78000, and 130000, respectively. The air temperature was maintained at 20 o C. The tests included average values in time for pressures, axial velocity component and radial velocity component, and the fluctuations of the radial and axial component, Heskestad [3] .
Results
All the results of the experimental tests will be presented in the form of figures normalized by the maximum value of pressure or axial velocity component. This will allow the assessment of qualitative differences in distributions that will form explicit information on the possible changes of phenomena occurring at the flow with various velocities. The maximum axial velocity value falls within the outflow jet distance from the pipe outlet and along the potential core section. The data will be presented in the function of normalized positions as radial and axial distributions. The positions were normalized by the internal pipe diameter, D. The normalization of the position co-ordinates allows an indication of differences in the courses being the consequence of changes in the phenomena accompanying the flow. Figures 5 and 6 are present the static pressure measurement results and their fluctuations on the surfaces of the impinged wall and the side wall surfaces. The static pressure difference measurements were made based on 94 points located on the impinged surface and the outflow surface. The normalized radial distribution of the static pressure for various velocities does not show any significant differences. The zone of increased pressure reaches up to r/D = 1.8 in the radial direction, while it is restricted in the unconfined impinging jet at a distance of about r/D = 1. This is the effect of main flow direction change near the side wall. For the jet impinging at the wall, appears region with pressures below ambient pressure, and this the first change of the main jet direction. This effect cannot be observed in the case with free jets impinging flat surfaces. This difference shows explicitly the difference in the nature of energy conversion between kinetic energy and pressure. Figure 5 (b) shows the growth of static pressures in the corner before it drops. The defined pressure value is zero at the distance z/D = 9 to the pipe outlet and the minimum is located at a distance of about z/D = 7-8. The differences in distributions obtained for the different velocities are scarcely visible. In case of static pressure fluctuation changes are shown in fig. 6 . The distributions obtained for various velocities, however, show significant variations. The highest values are obtained for the lowest inflow velocity, i. e. for the lowest pressure value in the stagnation point. This means that the pressure fluctuation level is not a direct function of pressure in the stagnation point, but it is the consequence of energy and momentum transport from velocity fluctuation to pressure fluctuation during turbulent motion.
The distributions of the pressure fluctuations correspond to the results obtained for free impinging jets with local maximum at the distance r/D = 0.5, and gradual reduction to zero or the surrounding level. In case of the reverse chamber another growth of pressure fluctuation was recorded on the impinged wall, corresponding to the position of the side wall in relation to the second stagnation point. As the chamber is axisymmetrical and the flow has in the mean a radial direction, it should be considered that we have a stagnation area located on the outflow surface. The distribution of pressure fluctuation on the outflow surface in all the three cases has a distribution with a local maximum at a position z/D = 9.6 from the pipe outlet and a local minimum at a position z/D = 8. The pressure fluctuation level grows from this point to the location z/D = 6 and then constantly drops in the direction of outlet from the reverse chamber. At the position z/D = 6 one could expect the existence of the jet separation point from the side wall responsible for this local fluctuation increase. However, it is impossible to indicate the separation point accurately basing on the pressure fluctuation measurements alone, because their maximum does not coincide directly with the stagnation point. Figure 7 presents the normalized distributions of the axial velocity component. This figure shows the radial distributions for the three different main jet flow velocities. The normalization is chosen to allow a direct comparison to the distributions for a free jet as given in fig. 2(a) . As for the impinging jet, the velocity redistributes in the chamber in a faster manner. The process supplements information on pressure changes on the wall being the effect of faster change of main motion directions and transformation into a counterflow jet. In the reverse chamber situation, the significant velocity drop at the axis is observed at distances of about z/D = 6-7 from the pipe outlet. In the central part of the jet, like in the free jets, no effects of the velocity magnitude on the normalized distributions were recorded. A different situation occurs in the boundary area of the side wall. Between the distances z/D = 7-9 the radial veloc- corresponding to that of outflow from the pipe is given by the positive values of velocities in fig. 7 (a)-7(e). In case of mean velocities of 30 and 50 m/s the jets behave as wall jets, heading towards the outlet and gradually expanding in the direction of the side wall relative to the jet axis. We observe relocation of the crossing point through the X-axis profiles from r/D = 3 in fig. 7(d) to r/D = 2 in fig. 7(b) . At z/D = 0 the jet fills the whole cross-section of the reverse chamber between the internal pipe and the side wall. For those two velocities in the central part of the reverse chamber, a swirl with the center located in the distance r/D = 2 is formed, which is represented by local maxima in figs. 7(d) and 7(e). In figs. 7(i) and 7(j) a slight difference in the distribution for the 10 m/s case is noticeable, which should be connected with the different nature of the flow near the side wall determining the structure in the stagnation area.
Tests on the restricted jet, in this case by the side wall situated axisymmetrically, causes the occurrence of phenomena that do not occur in axisymmetrical free, non-stimulated jets in the flow. The most important element out of them is the appearance of the second stagnation point on the side wall. The course of the radial component from the wall starts with zero and, through negative values, the local minimum passes zero another time until the local maximum has been reached. The static pressure level changes from a value above zero on the impinging wall to the maximum in the point where the radial component assumes the zero value. Zeroing of the radial component is the necessary, however insufficient, condition to reach the stagnation point. The axial component also must have a zero value in this point, which is shown in the drawing. The appearance of the positive axial component means that a swirl rotating towards the impinging wall is located in this area. The main jet heads towards the outlet of the reverse chamber, which is determined by the negative values of the axial velocity component. The negative values of the radial component mean that the jet moves away from the wall to the separation point.
The experimental tests were carried out for the changing air outflow from the internal pipe. The measurements made proved the variability of average distributions and fluctuations in the jet. The lowest effect is observed around the outflow axis where the phenomena are determined by the outflow conditions, i. e., they are similar to free jets. The differences are also slight around the chamber's axis. The first differences were detected in the under pressure region on the impinged wall and around the second stagnation point. In this case, pressure growth in the second stagnation point along the velocity increase has been observed. The effect is related to the high energy value of the jet and the same delay in the second change of the main flow direction. The largest differences are observed in the counterflow jet. In the upper part of the outflow direction and in the lower part there are points of swirling areas appearance. Regardless of the velocity value, the swirl near the second stagnation point is present in the outlet cross-section from the pipe. The swirl area decreases with velocity growth. The location of another swirl depends on velocity growth. For velocity of 10 m/s the swirl area is located in the boundary zone of the side wall, while for higher velocities in the observed part of the reverse chamber, no swirl appeared therein. Such effect is achieved upon reaching velocity high enough that the jet, after changing its main direction for the second time, moves along the side wall. In such situation, an alternative swirl area appears between the jet flowing out of the pipe and the counterflow jet.
Summary
The presented experimental test results are the first ones concerning the research on restricted jets of apparently similar nature to free jets. The measuring results indicated significant differences between the free flows: the free and impinging jet; the restricted flows; the S1364 THERMAL SCIENCE: Year 2019, Vol. 23, Suppl. 4, pp. S1357-S1365 flow through the reverse chamber. The restriction by the side wall introduces its effect on the jet structure in the outflow axis zone and the impinged wall.
All the previous observations confirm the fact of different nature of the jet flow in the reverse chamber as compared to that of free jets. Therefore, it is certain that the use of results of investigations on free and impinging jets in the description of changes in chamber reverses flow taking place inside the thermal-flow machines are not proper. 
